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Abstract 

The sixth work package in LASH FIRE deals with effective manual operations and the aim of Task T06.10 
therein, is the development and demonstration of smart alert system of nearby first responders. 
Particularly, the research objective is to develop an innovative geo-positioning technology to allow 
more efficient first response to initial fires on ro-ro vessels. Besides the core geo-positioning 
technology, the aim is also to provide the building blocks of a novel vessel indoor information system 
that will provide fire intelligence during patrol operations. For the above purpose, T06.10 capitalizes 
upon the technology ecosystem of Anyplace, which is a Wi-Fi localization, navigation, crowdsourcing 
and indoor modeling platform developed over the years at the University of Cyprus. Although Wi-Fi, 
4G and 5G is available or will become available to some limited degree on vessels to provide network 
(and Internet) connectivity to personnel and passengers, dense deployment of radio antennas 
necessary to provide accurate localization is not available. This led to the design and development of 
an innovative geo-positioning technology with “zero” infrastructure. Particularly, the aim was to offer 
similar accuracy to Wi-Fi localization (i.e., room-level accuracy to about 1-10 meters) with low 
installation and maintenance cost. Our solution uses static elements of vessel spaces as reference 
points and can be recognized by commodity smartphone cameras (e.g., deck patterns, bulkhead 
patterns, hoses, fixed installations, signs, control buttons). The spatial location of vessel objects is 
collected as a one-off installation process and can then be utilized for technology-driven localization 
and first response in the early stages of a fire. 

In the context of this deliverable, we outline the background and preliminary testing of such a state-
of-the-art localization system available to nearby fire patrol members that relies on an infrastructure-
free localization method we develop that can run on commodity smartphone devices carried (or 
attached to) nearby responders. Our proposed method relies on three stages: (i) Training: vessel 
owners supply video recordings of vessel interior spaces to the software team. The video recordings 
are processed on a deep learning data center to produce a so-called Machine Learning model. This 
process is carried out once per vessel type (or vessel family – in case multiple vessels have similar 
internal objects); (ii) Logging: the model is loaded to a smartphone app that is now able to recognize 
the objects it has been trained for in the prior step. System installers can now construct a database of 
spatial objects using a designated smartphone app either on-site or remotely (through video traces). 
Logging is carried out once per unique vessel and is part of the installation process; (iii) Localization: 
This is the routine carried out daily by first responders that use a designated app, called SMAS (SMart 
Alert System), which shows them their location on an indoor map, shares this information with other 
first responders and the bridge over a 5G or Wi-Fi network layer. Steps (i) and (ii) are one-off steps and 
the primary focus of D06.4. Within D06.4 we also report on the design philosophy of step (iii) but also 
integration aspects that where necessary to the Anyplace software stack. The aspects are validated 
through extensive laboratory testing with video traces from the Stena Flavia. Through D06.4 we 
obtained a complete understanding of the background and the feasibility of an infrastructure-free 
localization method running on commodity smartphone devices for nearby responders. Our solutions 
are developed with open and free technology having no barriers-of-entry and a low cost of operation 
and maintenance. 

Within the following report D06.6 (Development of smart alert of nearby first responders) the 
objective will be to conclude T06.10, particularly, completion of the implementation and 
demonstration of the system onboard ship provided through collaboration with T05.12 (Stena ro-pax). 
We will also carry out an impact assessment of recommended solutions delivered to WP04 and cost 
assessment in WP05. This should pave the way for groundbreaking indoor localization technologies on 
ro-ro vessels in the complete identification-tracking-positioning spectrum, namely live fire detection 
and localization, live monitoring, and tactical support, monitoring of cargo, quality control and 
optimization of cargo load and distribution on ro-ro vessels.  
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1 Executive summary 
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

1.1 Problem definition 

The LASH FIRE project aims to strengthen the independent fire protection of ro-ro ships by developing 

and validating effective operative and design solutions addressing current and future challenges in all 

stages of a fire. In this context, its 6th work package deals with effective fire managing operations and 

particularly also smart technical solutions for crew geo-positioning to provision efficient first response 

and effective fighting of fires in their initial stage. The aim of Task T06.10 therein, is the development 

and demonstration of smart alert of nearby first responders. Particularly, the research objective is to 

develop an innovative geo-positioning technology to allow more efficient first response to initial fires 

on ro-ro vessels. Besides the core geo-positioning technology, the aim is also to develop a ship indoor 

information system and an application-based platform of a ro-ro indoor navigation and indoor fire 

intelligence system.  

Given that Wi-Fi technology is not widely available on ro-ro vessels and interactions within LASH FIRE 

have shown that dense telecommunications deployments, which are necessary to provide multiple 

reference points for the task of localization, will not be available on ro-ro vessels in the years to come, 

led the foundations for the development of groundbreaking technology extensions to Anyplace, which 

is a Wi-Fi localization, navigation, crowdsourcing and indoor modeling platform developed over the 

years at the University of Cyprus. Our proposed architecture in this deliverable exploits the static assets 

of an indoor space (e.g., floor patterns, wall patterns, hoses, drenches, signs, control buttons etc.) As 

such, T06.10 aims to provide a technology to localize with room-level accuracy (1-10 meters) with 

“zero” infrastructure using computer vision localization from deep learning models. 

1.2 Method 

Our proposed method relies on three stages: (i) Training: vessel owners supply video recordings of the 

vessel’s interior spaces with a particular camera lens focus on static objects to the software team. The 

video recordings are analyzed on a deep learning data center to produce a so-called Machine Learning 

Model. This process is carried out once per vessel type (or vessel family – in case multiple vessels have 

similar internal objects); (ii) Logging: the model is loaded to a smartphone app that is now able to 

recognize the objects it has been trained for in the prior step. System installers can now construct a 

database of spatial objects (i.e., [x, y, objects]) using a designated smartphone app either on-site or 

remotely (through video traces). Logging is carried out once per unique vessel and is part of the 

installation process; (iii) Localization: The first responders utilize a smartphone application using the 
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fingerprint database that shows both to them and any nearby user (who is connected to a 

telecommunication network) the location of the responders using the app (e.g., also on the bridge). 

Steps (i) and (ii) are one-off steps and the primary focus of D06.4. Within D06.4 we also report on the 

design philosophy of step (iii) but also integration aspects that where necessary to the Anyplace 4.0 

software stack. Vessel integration and cost assessment is part of D06.6. 

1.3 Results and achievements 
 

The aspects are validated through extensive laboratory testing with video traces from Stena Flavia and 

the laboratory traces. This allowed us to stitch together the technical components that comprise the 

system architecture of our state-of-the-art “zero” infrastructure localization architecture. Through 

D06.4 we obtained a complete understanding of the feasibility an infrastructure-free localization 

method running on commodity smartphone devices by nearby responders.  

1.4 Contribution to LASH FIRE objectives 
 

This deliverable contributes to the fulfillment of the LASH FIRE project objective 1 (i.e., validating 

effective operative solutions) and this forms the technical basis for the completion of this work in D06.6 

(Development of Smart Alert System). The later will contribute to Objective 2 (i.e., evaluate and 

demonstrate ship integration feasibility and costs).  

1.5 Exploitation 
 

The project results can be used by the LASH FIRE consortium and by the shipping community outside 

of the project in the following manner: 

A) Mobile App: Usage of mobile SMAS app developed allowing accurate localization on a vessel, 

showing the vessel plots through a designated Indoor Information System with a tile service 

available through the Google Play store. 

B) Application Protocol Interface: Anyplace features a JSON API that allows any technology vendor 

on the vessel to query and exploit location data from this indoor location service. 

C) Open-Source Software: All software developments of the Anyplace project is publicly available 

through Github, particularly https://github.com/dmsl/anyplace. This allows the global community 

and the LASH FIRE members to assess and benefit from new scientific findings promoting openness 

and goodness. 

D) Publications and Technical Findings: We published the following introductory and technical 

papers [5, 4, 1]. We also engaged in EU COVID-19 actions relevant to navigation [3, 2].  
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2 List of symbols and abbreviations 
 

FRMC Firefighting Resource Management Center 

CV Computer Vision 

SMAS Smart Alert System 

ML Machine Learning 

APP Mobile Software Application 

GIS Geographic Information System 

IoT Internet of Things 

RM RadioMap 

Ro-ro Roll-on/roll-off 

PAX Passenger 

QR Quick Response code 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation – open data interchange format  

UCY University of Cyprus 

UWB Ultra-wideband - radio technology that can use a very low energy level for short-range 

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator 

AP Access Point 

RTLS Real Time Location System 

MAC Media Access Control address (network hardware unique address) 

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit 

PDR Pedestrian Dead Reckoning 

YOLO You only look once - state-of-the-art, real-time object detection system 

LS Localization Server or Service 
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3 Introduction 
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

 

3.1 Scope and objectives 
 

Task T06.10 of LASH FIRE deals with the Development of a ship indoor information system and an 

application-based platform of a ro-ro indoor navigation and indoor fire intelligence system (data 

collection, data alignment of measurements, activity recognition and orientation, heatmap and 

crowdsourcing report) through the a Nearest Neighbor Network software. This app will send messages 

(text, audio, video or images) to the crew around the activated fire detector with important safety 

information useful to tackle the fire. 

Particularly, the research objective is to develop an innovative geo-positioning technology to allow 

more efficient first response to initial fires on ro-ro vessels. Besides the core geo-positioning 

technology, the aim is also to provide the building blocks of a novel ship indoor information system 

and an application-based platform of a ro-ro indoor navigation and indoor fire intelligence system 

showing on a map the first responders and their chat interactions. By equipping first responders with 

powerful mobile computing devices will allow them to increase their cyber-physical senses (i.e., 

multiple sensing devices like heat scanner in a tiny device), be connected (with the bridge and other 

personnel, discarding possibly outdated communication gear), be informed (e.g., carrying bulky 

manuals and maps in digital form) and location-aware (i.e., localization, navigation and tracking of 

mobile and static assets). These are all dimensions that will increase fire safety by the means of state-

of-the-art information technology that has proven itself in everyday life scenarios and that is for the 

same reason also unobtrusive, with a low learning curve. 

Although Wi-Fi, 4G and 5G is available or will become available to some limited degree on vessels to 

provide network (and Internet) connectivity to personnel and passengers, dense deployment of radio 

antennas necessary to provide accurate localization is not available. Providing multiple reference 

points (i.e., Antennas) for the task of localization is critical in the complete spectrum of the localization 

landscape (i.e., Satellite GNSS, Beacon, Light, Sound, Wi-Fi, UWB to name a few). Unfortunately, such 

dense antenna deployments will not be available on RoRo vessels in the years to come, due to the 

installation and maintenance costs but also relevant risks (radio signals might be a fire safety hazard in 

their own right). This led to the design and development of an innovative geo-positioning technology 

with “zero” infrastructure. Particularly, the aim was to offer similar accuracy to Wi-Fi localization (i.e., 

room-level accuracy to about 1-10 meters and low installation and maintenance cost) without relying 
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on Wi-Fi access points as reference points but rather use static elements of vessel spaces as reference 

points to cameras (e.g., deck patterns, bulkhead patterns, hoses, fixed installations, signs, control 

buttons) and their spatial location as collected through a crowdsourcing task during a one-off 

installation process.  

In our context, all crew members may act as first responders but there are some of them (fire patrol 

member, able seamen, personnel form the engine control room) that are more likely to act as first 

responders due to their normal access to restricted cargo decks spaces.  

Fire patrol members are designated first responders and are the target personnel for the technology 

that we are developing for localization of nearby first responders. 

Our proposed architecture comprises data, localization, and network layers, in a complete SMart Alert 

System (SMAS). SMAS is the application exploiting the Anyplace A4IoT localization architecture [4]  to 

enable localization, advanced patrolling and efficient first response. Figure 1 and Figure 2, show the 

basic elements of the SMAS user interfaces for both the terminal layer (designated for the smartphone 

of the first responder) and the bridge layer (designated for a dedicated computer accessible at the 

bridge or other control rooms of the vessel).   

Figure 1: Visual Design of the SMart Alert System (coined SMAS) we are developing in the context of T06.10, on the smartphone 

terminal of the first responder.  

The SMAS innovative geo-positioning technology will allow more efficient first response to initial fires 

It is important to remember that a fire containment requires rapid fire identification (i.e., within a 

few seconds to a few minutes) as the fire rapidly expands in size. 

Particularly, a fire of medium growth is exponential reaching 50kW after 1 minute, 400kW after 3 

minutes, 5MW after 5 minutes (equivalent to 1 m2 of diesel on fire). Particularly, all crew members 

may act as first responders but there are some of them (fire patrol member, able seamen, personnel 
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form the engine control room) that are more likely to act as first responders due to their normal access 

to restricted cargo decks spaces.  

Fire patrol members are designated first responders and are the target personnel for the technology 

that we are developing for localization of nearby first responders. 

T06.10 capitalizes upon the technology ecosystem of Anyplace, which is Wi-Fi localization, navigation, 

crowdsourcing and indoor modeling platform developed over the years at the University of Cyprus 

(partner 23). Given that Wi-Fi technology is not widely available on ro-ro vessels and interactions 

within LASH FIRE have shown that dense telecommunications deployments, which are necessary to 

provide multiple reference points for the task of localization, will not be available on ro-ro vessels in 

the years to come, led the foundations for the development of groundbreaking technology extensions 

to Anyplace that exploits the static assets of an indoor space (e.g., floor patterns, wall patterns, hoses, 

drenches, signs, control buttons etc.) As such, T06.10 will provide a technology to localize with room-

level accuracy (1-10 meters) with “zero” infrastructure using computer vision localization from deep 

learning models. In the context of this deliverable, we outline the background and preliminary testing 

of such a state-of-the-art system available to nearby responders that relies on an infrastructure-free 

localization method we develop that can run on commodity smartphone devices carried (or attached 

to) nearby responders. 

    

Figure 2: Visual Design of the SMart Alert System (coined SMAS) we are developing in the context of T06.10, on the 

Smartphone terminal of the Control Center installed at the Bridge or the Cloud. 

3.2 Methodology and structure 
 

Our proposed method relies on three stages: (i) Training: vessel owners supply video recordings of the 

vessel’s interior spaces with a particular camera lens focus on static objects to the software team. The 

video recordings are analyzed on a deep learning data center to produce a so-called Machine Learning 

Model. This process is carried out once per vessel type (or vessel family – in case multiple vessels have 
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similar internal objects); (ii) Logging: Subsequently, the model is loaded to a smartphone app provided 

to the vessel owners, which are asked to associate surrounding objects with their location by clicking 

on a map yielding a Fingerprint database. Logging is carried out once per unique vessel; (iii) 

Localization: The first responders utilize a smartphone application using the fingerprint database that 

shows both to them and any nearby user (who is connected to a telecommunication network) the 

location of the responders using the app (e.g., also on the bridge). Steps (i) and (ii) are one-off steps 

and the primary focus of D06.4. Within D06.4 we also report on the design philosophy of step (iii) but 

also integration aspects that where necessary to the Anyplace 4.0 software stack.  

 

Figure 3: The SMAS platform relies on state-of-the-art deep learning on a datacenter where we train Machine Learning (ML) 

models that recognize objects particular to vessels. The ML models are then transferred to the Smartphone app. 

The aspects will be validated through extensive laboratory testing with video traces (from Stena Flavia). 

As a result, through D06.4 we obtained a complete understanding of the feasibility an infrastructure-

free localization method running on commodity smartphone devices by nearby responders. Within 

D06.6 the objective will be to conclude T06.10, particularly, implementation and demonstration of the 

system onboard ship provided through collaboration with T05.12 (Stena ro-pax) – both as remote 

study and physical onboard study. We will also carry out an impact assessment of recommended 

solutions delivered to WP04 and cost assessment in WP05. This should pave the way for 

groundbreaking indoor localization technologies on ro-ro vessels in the complete identification-

tracking-positioning spectrum, namely live fire detection and localization, live monitoring, and tactical 

support, monitoring of cargo, quality control and optimization of cargo load and distribution on ro-ro 

vessels. 

Our system comprises of state-of-the-art information technology, which is novel in the domain of fire 

protection of ro-ro ships. Particularly, we use: 

i) deep learning of video for the purpose of recognizing accurately objects that has a proven track 

record in autonomous cars and other domains and can be extremely useful top strengthen the 

independent fire protection of ro-ro ships. 
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ii) infrastructure-free fingerprint localization algorithms that have mainly focused over the years on 

radio signals form cellular towers, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi but not Computer Vision signals are 

developed and will be available to accurate localization on vessels. 

iii) state-of-the-art rugged smartphone devices that can introduce an extended battery life for a 

variety of “smart” applications by the vessel personnel. These devices can replace static scanning 

devices (e.g., FLIR heat scanners) by a smartphone technology that can sense-communicate-

automate a variety of complementary tasks and provision “smarter” and contextually relevant 

responses to signals coming from the environment.  One example brought forward in the context 

of this deliverable is that of sharing information (i.e., heat camera images to the bridge and other 

fire responders through a nearest neighbor information network automatically when threats are 

identified, as opposed to manual heat scanning of objects). 

    

Figure 4: SMAS provides a mobile application that allows associating physical objects with their location on a map (i.e., called 

logging). The SMAS application then provides the location of a user using a localization algorithm we have developed in the 

scope of the LASHFIRE project. Additionally, it enables heat scanning and will provide a communication chat. 

Overall, the proposed solution is expected to improve significantly fire safety on vessels for the below 

reasons: 

i) as human and cargo assets can be localized introducing better overview of fire hazard situations 

and operations before an incident. 

ii) the bridge and port can have access to patrol data before or after an incident, analyzing it through 

a visual interface and identify important aspects of vessel safety that require improvement. 

iii) certain smartphones, like the Caterpillar S62 and S61 used in our study, feature a FLIR heat camera 

that allows fire responders and patrol personnel to continuously monitor in an unobtrusive way 

hazardous condition on vessel and communicate this information seamlessly to the bridge. Our 

aim is to incorporate this functionality as a side benefit of the core fire responder’s localization 
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task showing that besides location and chat, heat scanning can also be a side benefit of the 

proposed solution. 

iv) the developed technology introduces no additional fire hazards as it relies on no installed 

infrastructure (i.e., infrastructure-free means that the installation of technology, batteries or 

moving objects on a vessel are not necessary), which might be a source of fire in their own right. 

It is worth keeping in mind that any new technology involving machines powered by electricity, 

may also be potential sources of ignition and in out platform the device is handled by a user 

(similarly to airplanes where smartphones are permitted in cabin but not in luggage as in the latter 

space devices might go undetected in case of thermal runaway). 

v) The developed technology can easily fall back to QR codes (that also requires a camera) – again 

being a solution with almost “zero” hardware investment. Finally, given that the localization 

happens on the smartphone of the patrol personnel, there are no privacy barriers (i.e., we don’t 

capture video but rather extract on the device features from the environment). 

3.3 Relations to other deliverables / activities in the project 
 

The Anyplace Developer API allows other software application developers to integrate the Anyplace 

localization service in another service. Responses are in standard JSON format and a key for using can 

be copied from the Anyplace Architect service. This will be the integration point of the FRMC 

(Firefighting resource management center), which will provide an improved design for critical 

operations in case of fire, reducing the potential for human error, accelerating time sensitive tasks, 

and providing more comprehensive and effective decision support. 

The proposed work had interactions in the scope of synergy meetings in a variety of domains, namely: 

i) WP05 – Ship Integration:  One of the main LASH FIRE objectives addressed to WP05 is to evaluate 

and demonstrate ship integration feasibility and cost of developed operational and design risk 

control measures for all types of ro-ro ships and all types of ro-ro spaces. Regarding the output of 

the Generic Ship operation, we adopted one of the three adopted vessels, the ro-ro passenger 

generic ship (Stena Flavia), to map the vessel, obtain its machine learning models and plan a real 

localization study with the end of the work package. Consequently, the output of this WP was 

instrumental in allowing us to develop the localization platform. Additionally, we will provide as 

part of D06.6 a cost assessment in WP05. This should pave the way for groundbreaking indoor 

localization technologies on ro-ro vessels in the complete identification-tracking-positioning 

spectrum, namely live fire detection and localization, live monitoring, and tactical support, 

monitoring of cargo, quality control and optimization of cargo load and distribution on ro-ro 

vessels. 
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ii) WP04 – Formal Safety Assessment: We will carry out an impact assessment of recommended 

solutions delivered to WP04.  

iii) WP07 - Firefighting resource management centre (FRMC): In Action 7-C a firefighting resource 

management centre (FRMC) is developed. The centre is a sociotechnical environment where the 

prototype of the fire alarm from Action 7-A will be further developed and implemented into a 

defined social work environment with work processes that support better coordination of fire 

resources. Particularly, as part of T07.11 – Drone development and onboard assessment: 

assessment of drone and camera monitoring system for integration with the firefighting resource 

management centre, as a useful technology providing overview of the fire situation as well as 

decision support in firefighting resource management. As part of this task, we are investigating 

integration with the localization API directly by the drone and the FRMC. 

 

  

   

Figure 5: SMAS provides an Application Protocol Interface (API) that allows other systems of the LASHFIRE components 

to extract and use software artifacts of the platform (namely the indoor location as well as the computer vision 

localization assets). 
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4 Background in Localization and Mobile Alert Systems  
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

 

4.1 Background on Localization  
 

The core technology for localization services is the type of hardware enabling the localization process 

[6, 7, 8, 2]. In this section we focus on whether new specialized hardware is needed to offer the location 

primitive, as opposed to either exploiting existing infrastructure (e.g., Wi-Fi network for the purpose 

of wireless connectivity) or no infrastructure whatsoever (i.e., the computer vision localization system 

using deep learning developed in T06.10). 

4.1.1 (New) Infrastructure-based solutions  

These require the deployment of additional dedicated equipment, including proprietary transmitters, 

beacons, antennas, and cabling, for the provision of location signals. Industrial solutions in this field 

are termed Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS) and current vendors specialize in specific markets for 

tracking assets using Active or Passive RFID, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE Smart) beacons (e.g., Apple’s 

iBeacon, Estimote.com context stickers or Quuppa.com sport beacons), Wi-Fi beacons (e.g., Aeroscout. 

com Active RFID Tags and Kontakt.io cloud/BLE beacon) or Ultra-Wide-Band (UWB) chips (e.g., 

DecaWave.com UWB transceiver offering a 10cm localization accuracy!) Assisted- GPS products (e.g., 

from Qualcomm) or multi-constellation solutions like CSR’s SiRFusion chipset that employs information 

from GPS, Galileo, GLONASS and Compass satellites, have the potential to improve availability in urban 

canyons and some indoor environments. However, to meet typical horizontal and vertical accuracy 

requirements indoors, both solutions fuse satellite measurements with other complementary source 

of information including cellular and/or Wi-Fi and/or multiple inertial sensors.  

On the other hand, a prominent academic effort is the Epsilon system by Microsoft Research, which 

relies on LEDs that flash in millisecond intervals, so that only a smartphone camera can pick up the 

pulses (e.g., one commercial effort that uses this idea is Bytelight.com). Subsequently, a smartphone 

user can be localized on the intersection of circles defined by those distances (i.e., multi-lateration). 

The emerging Li-Fi standard extends the idea of LEDs into communications. Another academic effort 

is the ALPS system by Carnegie Mellon University, which employs ultrasound audio signals captured by 

the smartphone’s integrated microphone. Other older systems rely on wireless standards such as 

Bluetooth (BT), which is too power hungry for the scenarios under discussion.  
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In theory, all solutions have the potential to achieve sub-meter level accuracy at high deployment 

densities. However, these solutions raise scalability issues in case of large indoor spaces. For example, 

Indoo.rs required 300 StickNFind beacons (i.e., estimated at 15,000 USD) to provide guidance to 

visually blind people at the 60,000 m2 Terminal 2 of the San Francisco Intl. Airport, USA. Additionally, 

there are costs associated with maintaining the batteries of beacons and tuning their signal levels and 

transmission frequencies. Generally, infrastructure-based approaches can be found in industries 

where the installation and maintenance costs can be compensated. 

4.1.2 (Existing) Infrastructure-based solutions  

These location-dependent measurements from existing wireless communication infrastructure, such 

as Wi-Fi access points and cellular base stations. Infrastructure-free systems usually require only 

software modifications at the terminal side for the collection of location-dependent data. Interestingly, 

recent field tests revealed that they can attain localization accuracy that is comparable or even better 

than costly infrastructure-based systems [4]. To reduce the data collection labor, several systems try 

to build a reliable indoor propagation model, which provides the Wi-Fi signal intensity (i.e., RSSI) as a 

function of the distance from a transmitter (e.g., Wi-Fi AP) with known position. Such a model is used 

to either generate the fingerprint database with significantly less effort or to calculate the distances 

between the device and neighboring transmitters to localize the user through multi-lateration.  

In this category we can also classify a special type of RTLS that emerge by enterprise wireless LAN 

vendors. Companies such as Cisco, Ericsson, Ekahau.com, Arubanetworks.com and Aerohive.com allow 

enterprises to manage their enterprise WLAN networks but also offer location tracking extensions to 

their services. Particularly, Wi-Fi routers with proprietary operating systems (e.g., using OpenWrt.org 

or Open-Mesh.com) can acquire the signal intensity of users that are moving inside a building with 

their Wi-Fi transceiver enabled. Acquiring these signals from several APs in a building allows the 

creation of a user RSSI fingerprint, which can subsequently be compared against a fingerprint database 

constructed aforehand. This effectively allows the derivation of room-level localization accuracy down 

to a few meters (6-10 meters). Given that the APs can monitor the network MAC address of a mobile 

user, these approaches are fundamentally violating the location privacy of a user (even though the 

identity of the user is not exposed). 
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Figure 6: Wi-Fi technology is not widely available on ro-ro vessels and interactions within LASH FIRE have shown that dense 

telecommunications deployments, which are necessary to provide multiple reference points for the task of localization, will 

not be available on ro-ro vessels in the years to come. This led the foundations for the development of groundbreaking 

technology extensions to Anyplace that exploits the static assets of an indoor space (e.g., floor patterns, wall patterns, hoses, 

drenches, signs, control buttons etc.) 

4.1.3 Infrastructure-free solutions  

These are used in harsh environment where “zero” infrastructure is available. In this category we find 

Magnetic localization systems (e.g., IndoorAtlas), which take advantage of the magnetic field 

anomalies typical of indoor settings by using them as distinctive place recognition signatures. This sort 

of technology offers accuracy without any hardware requirements and a relatively low total cost of 

ownership. On the other hand, these sorts of signatures work only for stationary steel structures but 

not for vessels that are always moving to different places. As such, magnetic localization is completely 

out of question when it comes to mobile indoor spaces like vessels.  

Infrastructure-free localization often refers to solely IMU-based approaches that have been 

extensively studied in the context of Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) systems. Particularly, sensory 

data reported by Inertial Measurement Units (IMU), including accelerometers, gyroscopes, and digital 

compasses (e.g., CyweeKIOS or WiFiSLAM). Such sensor modules are either integrated into modern 

consumer electronics, or attached externally on the human body, i.e., head, back, waist or foot 

mounted while processing occurs by low-power co-processor (e.g., motion coprocessors on iPhones). 

IMU solutions can be used to provide relative location of a mobile but is known to suffer from drifting 

(i.e., even the slightest localization or orientation error builds up over short future windows yielding 

high location errors). As such, IMU solutions are known to require an infrastructure to correct the 
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location signal over time. In Anyplace we traditionally utilize Wi-Fi to correct the IMU signal. In the 

development of T06.10, we incorporate Computer Vision (object recognition) to cope with the drifting 

problem of IMU. 

In the context of the SMAS architecture we develop novel algorithms to integrate deep learning 

models trained on Ro/Ro vessel footage to carry out accurate indoor localization with smartphones. 

Our algorithms are complemented by IMU and Wi-Fi positioning algorithms into a complete hybrid 

localization architecture. 

4.2 Fingerprint Localization  
 

Anyplace uses Wi-Fi Radiomap-based indoor localization, which stores radio signals from Wi-Fi APs in 

a database at a high density. The localization subsystem of Anyplace utilizes the following routine: in 

an offline phase, a logging application records the so called Wi-Fi fingerprints, which comprise of 

Received Signal Strength indicators (RSSI) of Wi-Fi Access Points (APs) at certain locations (x,y) pin-

pointed on a building floor map (e.g., every few meters). Subsequently, in a second offline phase, the 

Wi-Fi fingerprints are joint into a NxM matrix, coined the Wi-Fi RadioMap, where N is the number of 

unique (x,y) fingerprints and M the total number of APs. Finally, a user can compare its currently 

observed RSSI fingerprint against the RadioMap to find the best match, using known algorithms such 

as KNN or WKNN. A similar methodology can be applied to other types of signals, for instance, we are 

experimenting with magnetic fingerprints. Both are considered infrastructure-free approaches, as Wi-

Fi APs are ubiquitously available in urban and indoor spaces. 

 

Figure 7: Anyplace Navigator and Logger. In the context of T06.10 we develop from ground up a novel Logger and Navigator 

that will be compatible with Android X onwards.  

Anyplace Logger 

Crowdsourcing has recently emerged as a promising solution for collecting the high volume of location-

tagged data, e.g., the Wi-Fi RSSI radiomap of a multi-story building, which are required to support 

indoor localization systems. In this context, volunteers engage in participatory sensing campaigns to 
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collect location dependent RSSI samples. This is an attractive approach, because it splits the 

cumbersome and time-consuming data collection task among the crowd. For example, it required 15 

collectors for 2 weeks to collect point-by-point 200,000 Wi-Fi signal strength readings at 10,000 unique 

locations to cover the 450,000 m2 COEX underground shopping mall area in S. Korea [7]. Another 

benefit from crowdsourcing is also the cost factor (e.g., the measurement survey upon the Ekahau 

system installation can cost 10,000 USD for a large office building with no maintenance included). At 

the same time, however, it raises new challenges such as filtering incorrect contributions 

(trustworthiness), managing the radiomap size and fusing data from heterogeneous mobile devices. 

The Anyplace Logger is an Android application that allows volunteers to freely obtain RSSI data and 

contribute it to Anyplace for improvement of the location quality. Crowdsourcers can select the 

desired building and floor, as well as modify the number of samples to be recorded and other settings, 

through the preferences screen. Subsequently, the users indicate their current location by clicking on 

the map and then click the on-screen buttons to initiate and end the logging process. To facilitate the 

collection of quality Radiomaps, we present a heat-map of previously collected fingerprints in the 

building. A crowdsourcer seeing this heat-map can easily identify areas where additional samples must 

be collected. If a crowdsourcer is outside a given building no Wi-Fi signals can be collected. Upon 

finishing the collection of data, a user can upload this data to our or his cloud service through a Web 

2.0 API (in JSON). The post-processed measurements are then available to other users that aim to 

localize accurately in the same building. At the University of Cyprus, 27 students crowdsourced 

In the context of the SMAS architecture we will develop these components for Computer Vision 

crowdsourcing. 

Anyplace Navigator 

The Anyplace Navigator allows users to see their current location on top of the floorplan map and 

navigate between POIs inside the building with high accuracy. Particularly, the Navigator localization 

subsystem achieved an accuracy of 1.96 meters at the Microsoft Indoor Localization Competition at 

ACM/IEEE IPSN’14 and was awarded the second position in its (infrastructure-free, i.e., Wi-Fi 

localization) category and third position overall. A user installing Anyplace from the Google Play market 

can use the Navigator in any public building listed on Anyplace. There is also a notion of private 

buildings whose access is limited to users having the unique URL. When the Navigator is launched, the 

building map and the associated POIs are automatically loaded by using the rough user location 

provided by the Google Geolocation API. Then, the application downloads the RSSI Radiomap of the 

relevant floor (subsequently the complete building) and displays the user location on top of the map.  

Moreover, users may search for POIs and get navigation directions from their current location. The 
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Navigator also uses the onboard smartphone sensors (i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope, and digital 

compass), which are seamlessly integrated in our tracking module to smooth the Wi-Fi locations and 

enhance the navigation experience. 

In the context of the SMAS architecture we introduce novel Logger, Navigator and API extensions to 

enable Computer Vision localization beyond Wi-Fi localization that is currently the case. 

 

  

Figure 8: Basic Idea behind Computer Vision Localization (objects are mapped in a Fingerprint database) that is used by mobile 

applications that aim to localize indoors in any part of the vessel. This approach requires no infrastructure. 

4.2.1 Intermittent Network Connectivity during Localization  

 
A major problem with collected IoT data in indoor localization services is that this data changes very 

dynamically, requiring users to continuously synchronize their state with the server, to enjoy an 

accurate localization service. For instance, consider a hypothetical scenario related to the US Library 

of Congress, where a user u aims to interactively carry out content-based search, exploration, and 

navigation (i.e., the user is interactively exploring the space in a “target-less” manner). The oblivious 

solution is to provide a traditional Localization Service (LS) s that can perform the queries in the cloud. 

Unfortunately, Internet connectivity in indoor spaces is intermittent due to inadequate Wi-Fi coverage, 

blockage of 3G/LTE signals, etc. As such, u cannot reach s on an ongoing basis to refine upcoming 

search and navigation targets as these emerge. An alternative to cloud-based search, is to hoard the 

complete IoT data on the mobile app of user (i.e., by caching it a priori). When IoT data is not massive 

and dynamic, this solution can be practical. When not then hoarding is a resource-wasteful, time-

consuming, and error-prone solution, due to outdated data. However, in the case of SMAS and the 

hoarded data space will be fairly limited in scope (a few MB – e.g., machine learning models are 27MB), 

as such, this will not pose a significant problem to get a state sync when the patrol users are 

occasionally on the bridge. 
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In the future, if this becomes an issue we can strike a balance between these two alternative solutions, 

the solution of no hoarding and the solution of full hoarding. In paper [9], we study the problem of 

prefetching (or hoarding) the most important IoT data blocks from an indoor server s to a mobile user 

u, without knowing the target of u during navigation. Such a prefetching functionality is of importance 

for the maintenance of a reliable LS, because mobile devices suffer from intermittent Internet 

connectivity when the information space is very big (e.g., Google-scale). This results in high latencies 

for accessing the LS and subsequently to location inaccuracies. Our proposed framework, named Grap 

(Graph Prefetching), decides which pieces of the IoT data space are required by a user during 

navigation in two steps: (i) an offline pre-processing step, named createDG, during which a target 

building is structurally analyzed as a graph to identify important areas in a target building; (ii) an online 

search step, named Graph-Distance A*-based (GDA) algorithm, during which these multiple “virtual” 

targets are iteratively explored using domain-specific indoor heuristics. Grap results in an intelligent 

prefetching service that hoards spatial indoor context on the mobile device of u whenever u has 

network connectivity. In cases of intermittent connectivity, u localizes itself from its local hoarded data.  

In the context of the SMAS architecture we aim to utilize offline navigation (i.e., hoarding on the 

bridge) as a primitive mechanism to cope with intermittent connectivity. Particularly, when a patrol 

starts out his patrolling task all data necessary (i.e., floor maps, machine learning models, etc.) will 

be downloaded on the device of the patrol personnel already. In case the information space 

increases dramatically, in the future we will investigate the integration of the Anyplace PRELOC 

framework to intelligently download parts of the complete information space to the smartphone of 

a SMAS user. 
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4.2.2 Visual Assessment using Crowdsourced Fingerprint Maps  
 

Site survey tools (e.g., Ekahau.com, tamos.com, inssider.com) are typically used to generate radio 

coverage heatmaps of indoor spaces based on readings collected during measurement campaigns by 

mobile devices equipped with Wi-Fi sensors. Such heatmaps visualize the signal strength around the 

Wi-Fi Access Points (AP) deployed in an indoor space using a color map (e.g., see  

Figure 9).  

 

Figure 9: The Fingerprint Management Studio (FMS) part of Anyplace 4 IoT provides a spatio-temporal platform to: (i) manage 

the collection of location-dependent fingerprints in indoor environments; (ii) estimate the localization accuracy based on the 

collected fingerprints; and (iii) assess Wi-Fi coverage and data rates. 

Similar tools running on modern sensor-rich smartphones are available for surveying the magnitude of 

earth’s magnetic field inside a building to deliver the corresponding magnetic signal heatmap. Looking 

at such heatmaps at different granularities, one can determine where sensor readings are deteriorated 

by cabling, electronics, appliances, or physical barriers and subsequently improve the situation by 

installing additional APs or by incentivizing users to contribute more data. Even though such heatmaps 

are useful, they only provide limited information about the location accuracy that one will experience 

using an indoor localization system. For example, the Wi-Fi APs that are deployed to serve users inside 

a large open-plan area will have relatively strong signals across this area; yet the positioning accuracy 

might be low, because the signals do not vary significantly to distinguish different locations effectively. 

This is because in open-plan areas the Wi-Fi signals become weaker as the user walks away from a Wi-
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Fi AP and the distance between them is increased; however, this distance can be several (even a few 

tens of) meters for the drop in the Wi-Fi signal to be larger than the signal noise, which makes the 

signal values fluctuate when the user is not moving. In other words, in open-plan areas two locations 

A and B that are several meters away may have only slightly different Wi-Fi signal values (i.e., below 

the noise level) and a positioning algorithm that relies on these data can wrongly estimate that the 

user is at location B, while he/she is in fact at location A, thus leading to high positioning error.  

On the other hand, in an indoor space if there is a wall or obstacle separating locations A and B, then 

this will introduce additional signal attenuation so that the signal values at the two locations will differ 

significantly and the positioning algorithm will be able to estimate the correct location. Similarly, the 

magnetic field will be rather stable if there are no sources of magnetic disturbance (e.g., power cables, 

metal surfaces, elevators, escalators, etc.) leading to poor location accuracy. When there is only Earth’s 

magnetic field, the magnetic data, i.e., the three components of the magnetic field, that are stored in 

a database will be very similar at locations A and B. Therefore, a positioning algorithm that compares 

the magnetic data observed when the user resides at location A with the data in the database may 

output the wrong location B. However, if there is a source of magnetic disturbance close to location A 

this will greatly affect the magnetic values. Consequently, the magnetic data at location A will differ 

significantly from the magnetic data at location B and the positioning algorithm will be able to estimate 

the correct user location.  

Accurate and robust indoor location information could be used to extend the services of location-

based social networks to large indoor areas like shopping malls, train stations, and airports, for 

analyzing the presence of people using crowdsensing, or to identify stop-by behaviors. At the same 

time, however, the underlying localization systems are expected to deliver not just bare location 

estimates, but also information about their reliability, i.e., how accurate these estimates are. For 

example, after a location request in any popular mobile navigation application it typically also displays 

a ‘blue disc’ centered at the user’s location, whose radius reflects the uncertainty (i.e., level of 

accuracy) associated with his/her location. Such information about the computed location is highly 

desirable and greatly improves the user experience. Nevertheless, it is only available to the user online 

(i.e., after the location request) based on the type of localization technology (e.g., Wi-Fi, cellular, 

Bluetooth, RFID, or satellite-based localization among others). From the perspective of the deployment 

staff though, aiming for a higher-accuracy localization service, it is important to know the anticipated 

location accuracy in different areas of a building offline, i.e., shortly after the data for the signal maps 

are collected and prior to any user-initiated location request. On one hand, a system operator who is 

aware that high location error is expected in some part of a building could take action to extend the 

localization infrastructure (e.g., install additional APs or beacons) and/or offer incentives to 
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crowdsourcers for contributing more data in that area. On the other hand, a third-party application 

provider might choose not to offer a service (e.g., location-based advertisements and coupons or 

gaming) inside a certain venue until a minimum level of location accuracy is guaranteed. 

 

Figure 10: Spatial density of collected fingerprints in an indoor environment (a) magnetic data; (c) Wi-Fi data. Resulting 

localization error in meters for magnetic data (b); resulting location accuracy for Wi-Fi data (d). The plots imply that there is 

a mismatch between fingerprint density and actual location accuracy. 

Recently, we introduced a generic framework that provides offline positioning accuracy assessment 

on arbitrary FMs. Our framework, titled ACCES (short for “ACCuracy EStimation”) [1], achieves this by 

calculating a navigability score at any location of interest, while disregarding data origin. Our approach 

comprises three steps: First, we apply a black-box technique for interpolating arbitrary fingerprints 

based on a widely used statistical tool called Gaussian Processes (GP), suitable for modeling smooth 

noisy data. This tool allows to: (i) predict sensor readings at chosen locations given the initial input 

data contained in the FM; and (ii) estimate the uncertainty of such predictions in the form of the 

variance of a Gaussian distribution. Then, given the predictive distribution calculated with such 

interpolation technique, we derive a lower bound for the uncertainty in the location estimate, i.e., the 

localization error, in the form of the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The CRLB is used in estimation 

theory to derive lower bounds on the variance of an estimator. Obtaining such a lower bound on 

localization error is important for location and navigation service providers as it: (i) highlights 

theoretical accuracy limitations of a service; and (ii) provides insights on how real location accuracy 

could be improved. We utilize the derived CRLB as the navigability score for FM at any location and 

apply it to real-world fingerprint data. 

Visualized in a user-friendly form such as a heatmap, this navigability score can be used by a location 

service architect or operator to either take actions towards improving the existing FM (e.g., by 

increasing the density of fingerprints) or to decide on exploiting other data sources at locations of low 

score. Figure 1 demonstrates that high fingerprint density does not guarantee high location accuracy, 

as there are other factors that may negatively impact accuracy including low signal variation and low 
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dimension of the fingerprints (e.g., low number of Wi-Fi APs). For instance, Figure 10a shows the 

colored magnetic field fingerprint density map over a set of indoor corridors, where the green color 

indicates high density as opposed to low density (yellow color). Even though sensor readings are very 

dense (i.e., most of the regions are green), and each fingerprint contains more than one value (e.g., 

three components of a magnetic field vector), the location accuracy downgrades at certain locations. 

This is due to insufficient signal variation, as shown in Figure 10b where the yellow color indicates high 

location error (i.e., low accuracy) and the green color low location error (i.e., high accuracy). Similarly 

for Wi-Fi data, the fingerprint density might seem sufficient and comparable to other parts of a building 

floor; see Figure 10c where the red color indicates high Wi-Fi fingerprint density as opposed to low 

fingerprint density (yellow color). However, the resulting location accuracy may vary significantly from 

extremely low (red color) to very high (green color) accuracy, as shown in Figure 10. This is due to the 

presence of less Wi-Fi APs covering the top wing, as opposed to the bottom wing. 

The use of the ACCESS navigability score, being part of the A4IoT architecture [4] can be exploited 

off-the-shelf for the component relevant to mapping a vessel that has Wi-Fi infrastructure 

(disregarding the Magnetic fingerprints not applicable to vessels). In the future we also aim to derive 

extensions to the ACCESS+ navigability score for Computer-Vision infrastructure. 

 

4.2.3 Indoor Localization Architectures for IoT 
 

The A4IoT architecture is divided into five main components, visualized in Figure 11. 

Backend: The Server component contains the application logic of the A4IoT service. It is implemented 

using Play, a lightweight MVC framework for web applications. A RESTful API is exposed that enables 

crowdsourcing, spatio-temporal queries, and has interfaces for various data stores. Other features 

include visual analytics, tiling of architectural floormaps, and secure OAuth 2.0 authentication. The 

Data Store component is responsible for storing and retrieving raw data using a Distributed Filesystem 

(DFS), IoT data using a time-series store, and JSON objects using a document store.  

Front-end: Architect, Viewer, and Analytics modules are Web Apps built with HTML5, CSS3, and 

AngularJS. Architect allows users to insert buildings by uploading architectural floorplans and then 

interactively designing on top of them routes and Point of Interest (POI) elements. Viewer is a search 

and navigation engine built on top of the crowdsourced data. Analytics is a data visualization 

dashboard that interacts with the Data Store and is described in Section VII. Logger and Localization 
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are native Android applications that enable fingerprinting and localization, respectively that are 

upgraded as part of T06.10 to include CV Fingerprint maps. 

The Logger enables users to crowdsource collected Wi-Fi RSSI values by recording them from nearby 

Wi-Fi Access Points and batch-feeding them to the Server. Localization allows users to view their 

location inside buildings. It also allows navigation between POIs, similarly with Viewer. Localization 

however has superb accuracy as it queries the A4IoT backend with collected Wi-Fi RSSI values. 

Additional sensor input is used too (i.e., accelerometer, compass, and gyroscope) to enhance the 

navigation experience. For both localization and navigation, the results are drawn on top of 

architectural floorplans for uploaded buildings, with multiple floors supported.  

This section describes the containerization of the A4IoT software stack. It utilizes Docker to enable the 

deployment of single-node or multi-node configurations, regardless of any dependencies or the 

underlying OS.  

 

Figure 11: The Anyplace for IoT Architecture upon which the SMAS system will is developed. 
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4.3 Background on Mobile Alert Systems 
 

In the first stages of a fire, crew members need quick communication of information pertinent a 

reported incident. This might for example involve the sharing of data on a text well or the sharing of 

images and heat camera images as we would do on a social media. While a smartphone outdoors 

features GPS location off-the-shelf, the same doesn’t apply on the deep interior spaces of a vessel. As 

such, offering a localization technology might unlock a whole spectrum of applications on the vessel 

immediately before fires but also at other times. 

4.3.1 Neighbor Graph 
 

Classical social networks, like Facebook.com, Twitter.com, Foursquare.com, SnapChat.com and 

WeChat.com, create a static social graph based on the friendships between users. Friendship links need 

to be requested and consecutively accepted/rejected to be formed, causing the social graph to be built 

very slowly. In contrast, applications like Secret.ly, YikYakapp.com, and Whisper.sh create dynamic 

social graphs based on the user’s location. YikYak connects you with the users within a 10 mile range 

and preserves anonymity. Secret and Whisper have no distance limit, but they store information about 

the user’s profile (i.e., user id) decreasing user’s anonymity. WeChat also has a feature that allows you 

to greet other WeChat users that are around you, which compromises the anonymity of somebody 

aiming to stay anonymous. Rayzit [10, 11] is the only application that creates a dynamic social graph 

based on kNN and a customizable distance cutoff setting, guaranteeing while you will always be 

connected no matter how far your neighbors are.  

To cope with neighborhood computation algorithms, we will use a kNN algorithm running directly 

on the bridge, where the SMAS server is installed. If the vessel has a communication layer, SMAS 

will always provide a continuous communication interface between first responders with room level 

localization support.  

 
4.3.2 Intermittent Network Connectivity 
 

It is imperative to enable communication within the crew to allow the management of emergency and 

crisis situations. Wi-Fi (or WLAN) based indoor navigation applications for mobiles rely on central LS 

(localization services) for the task of communication among the crew. It is consequently imperative to 

always have a stable network channel. This can be achieved with a few 5G, 4G or Wi-Fi max antennas 

installed on a vessel (these antennas might not be good for localization due to their sparsity but 

sufficient for communication).  
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As part of future work dealing with networking issues on vessels it would be good if short-range 

communication technologies available on smartphones, such as, Wi-Fi Direct, 3G/LTE direct or 

Bluetooth/BLE, are able to penetrate the thick steel structures of vessels. In any case, since these 

technologies by themselves do not support the formation of overlay networks that can be used to 

gather and transmit emergency response state (e.g., transfer the location of fire patrol and response 

team), the developments of our Task are complementary to these efforts. 

4.3.3 Notification Types 
 

Smartphones are feature rich offering different modalities for notifying users (sound, light, text). Given 

that first responders have limited access to interact with the smartphone we have opted for a Google 

Voice approach that operates for the English language on the terminal (not the cloud). This allows 

dictations (audio-to-text) providing almost a hands-free solution to the interaction of the crew with 

the SMAS platform. We will start out with a regular text/multimedia chat interface and then augment 

the voice interface based on feedback. Sample codes are presented later. 

To cope with the problem that responders have limited access to interact with the smartphone we 

aim to assess the utility of a voice interface as a next step to the text interface that will comes first. 
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5 Smart Alert System (SMAS) Technical Approach 
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

 

With global trade increasing over the last decade, the maritime industry has grown significantly. Each 

month, more than 10,000 vessels pass through the Strait of Dover, including cargo ships, tanker ships, 

roll-on/roll-off ships (Ro/Ro), passenger ships and others.  Globalization and the recent advent of low-

cost manufacturing facilities has fueled an interest in innovative systems to tackle existing issues to 

lower the costs, improve safety standards and comply with international and regional regulations. [5] 

Vessel-owners and passengers have the expectation that, just like other smart spaces (e.g., factories 

and hospitals), marine vessels will benefit from the latest Internet of Things (IoT) technology. One 

obvious application of this technology is localization – obtaining the geographic location of an object 

by means of digital information processed via a network. Although satellite-based localization, e.g., 

GPS, is globally available, it works only in outdoor spaces and is obstructed by the bulky steel structures 

of vessels. Additionally, vessels lack onboard hardware infrastructure that facilitates indoor 

localization, e.g., dense networks of Wi-Fi or UWB, due to the high installation and maintenance costs. 

On the other hand, there is a growing expectation and a need to localize assets on vessels and to have 

efficient solutions that work even in the harshest conditions. Location data might also be necessary to 

handling pandemic situation like COVID [3] or to provide navigation in such scenarios [2]. 

In this section we describe our technical solution to the above problem. 

5.1 SMAS Architecture 

The technology that performs accurate on-vessel localization carries out a variety of important tasks, 

including asset tracking, monitoring, analytics, navigation, and safety. The localization literature is very 

broad and diverse as it exploits several technologies. GPS is ubiquitously available but is energetically 

expensive and cannot operate in indoor environments. Alternative solutions include infrared, 

Bluetooth low-energy (BLE), visual or acoustic analysis, RFID, ultra-wide-band (UWB), wireless LANs, 

or a combination of these into hybrid systems. 

In the control panel of a vessel, an A4IoT backend is automatically deployed using docker. The data 

layer is kept locally in a document database, the RM data. For the localization layer we use a Computer 

Vision (CV) based infrastructure-less localization algorithm using YOLO [12] and OpenCV. We will 

attach IoT devices with cameras, as well as portable network devices, onto firefighters’ gear. This will 

give a secure connection between first responders and the backend, enabling text, audio, video, and 

localization data exchange. 
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To provide localization, A4IoT uses a hybrid indoor radio map (RM) that uses the concept of 

fingerprinting and works seamlessly on the edge/IoT devices. It can operate without connection to the 

internet with radio signals from different sensors, e.g., Wi-Fi, BLE, or CV. In an offline phase, a logging 

application records the “fingerprints”, which consist of received signal strength indicators (RSSI) of 

these sensors at certain coordinates (x,y) pin-pointed on a vessel’s deck map (e.g., every few meters). 

In the case of CV, it uses extracted textual information from captured images in the place of the RSSI 

values. Subsequently, in a second offline phase the sensor fingerprints are joined into several N x M 

matrices, termed the “RM” (i.e., one RM per sensor type), where N is the number of unique (x,y) 

fingerprints and M the total number of beacons. Finally, an IoT device attached to a firefighter can 

compare its currently observed fingerprint against the respective sensor-type RM to find the best 

match, using known algorithms such as KNN or WKNN. Our solution can be infrastructure-free, as it 

performs best-effort operation with whatever sensor type is available. This information can then be 

used to guide the first responders. 

 

Figure 12: Current Vessel Map showing drenchers and other temperature sensors in a static format. The SMAS architecture 
will offer location tracking of mobile first responders but also other mobile assets on the vessel. The SMAS mobile terminal 
will be integrated with a chest-mounted strap on of the first responders patrolling gear. 

 

5.1 SMAS Vessel Modelling 
 

Unlike outdoor environments, vessel spaces are characterized by complex topologies and are 

composed of entities that are unique to indoor settings, such as multiple decks, rooms and hallways 

connected by doors, walls, stairs, escalators, and elevators. To make things worse, doors may be one-

directional (e.g., security control points), while temporal variations may occur (e.g., an area may be 

temporarily inaccessible). In this section we explain how buildings are managed generally in Anyplace 
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but then also describe the components we brought forward to allow mapping mobile objects, like 

vessels, which are not fixed to certain location on earth and that have different indoor terminology. 

The Anyplace Architect is a web application that offers a feature-rich, user-friendly and account-based 

interface for managing indoor models in Anyplace. Particularly, it can be used to log-in with a Google 

account and place the blueprint of a building on top of Google Maps with multi-floor support. In the 

context of LASH-FIRE, we had to incorporate local user accounts as Anyplace might not be always 

available. Using the floor editor, the user can upload, scale, and rotate the desired blueprints to fit 

them properly. The user can later add, annotate and geo-tag POIs inside the building and connect them 

to indicate feasible paths for enabling the delivery of navigation directions. This interaction is carried 

out with drag-n-drop functionality that is cross-browser compatible and even operational on tablets 

and smartphones used in field deployments (e.g., while moving around with a tablet and correcting 

the indoor model).  

The Architect also provides a range of other functionality, namely: (i) monitoring crowdsourcing 

progress to collect Wi-Fi Radiomaps using color heat-maps. An assigner can easily identify whether a 

given collection is satisfactory or not and thus define quantitative acceptance criteria for the output of 

crowdsourcers; (ii) making a building public or private, which automatically shares a building on the 

Anyplace Viewer interface (given that there are no collisions). Alternatively, a building can remain 

private and be shared among users through a URL (e.g., a person mapping a building for a specific 

event publicizes a private building to its audience by email or social media); and (iii) export and import 

of indoor models and Radiomaps, which allows somebody to backup/restore a building, expedite user 

input of POIs, but also create a new model for a different purpose (i.e., template-based generation of 

a new building id for a new purpose).  

Anyplace Architect Mapping is a one-off process per vessel that takes approximately 30 minutes per 

deck. Modeling Vessel Interior spaces (corridors and POIs) allows us building a semantic indoor space 

used for search, localization, and navigation. The above indoor model is loaded on the localization 

engine to provide the map, search, localization, and navigation along with chat and heat scanning.  
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5.2 SMAS CV Localization 

Our proposed method relies on three stages: (i) Training: vessel owners supply video recordings of 

vessel interior spaces to the software team. The video recordings are processed on a deep learning 

data center to produce a so-called Machine Learning Model. This process is carried out once per vessel 

type (or vessel family – in case multiple vessels have similar internal objects); (ii) Logging: 

Subsequently, the model is loaded to a smartphone app provided to the vessel owners, which are 

asked to walk around the vessel by clicking on a map yielding a Fingerprint database. Logging is carried 

out once per unique vessel and can be part of the installation process; (iii) Localization: This is the 

routine carried out daily by first responders that use a designated app, called SMAS (SMart Alert 

System), which shows them their location on an indoor map, shares this information with other first 

responders and the bridge under a 5G or Wi-Fi network layer. Steps (i) and (ii) are one-off steps and 

the primary focus of D06.4. Within D06.4 we also report on the design philosophy of step (iii) but also 

integration aspects that where necessary to the Anyplace software stack.  

5.2.1 Training 
 

In this section we describe an extensive annotation of videos we carried out with the CVAT video on 

our dedicated deep learning datacenter. Computer Vision Annotation Tool (CVAT) - CVAT.org - is a free, 

open source, web-based image and video annotation tool which is used for labeling data for computer 

vision algorithms. Originally developed by Intel, CVAT is designed for use by a professional data 

annotation team, with a user interface optimized for computer vision annotation tasks. 

  

Figure 13: (left) Intel CVAT Training Environment and Job Monitoring User Interface. (right) we show the various classes used 

for annotating the videos with useful semantics that are integrated in the machine learning models. 
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Figure 14: Example of annotating charging stations inside the CVAT environment (we finally opted to annotate such charger 

clusters individually rather as one object). Revisiting the annotation and refining the model is straightforward (e.g., the revised 

model can be shipped as part of the next software update). 

Particularly, we obtained 15 videos from the Stena Flavia (captured by Martin Carsten with a chest-

mounted GoPro camera – not a smartphone). The videos were annotated by a team of 5 persons over 

a period of 4 weeks with several meetings iterations, to refine the quality of the constructed LASHCO 

neural network model we built for the Stena Flavia vessel. 

Table 1: Labels used to Train the Stena Flavia videos and generate a respective LASHCO model. 

announcementSpeaker 
benchWood 
boilerRed 
ceilingParking 
deckOutsideFence 
deskInfo 
door 
doorBarred 
doorBlue 
doorBlueOCR 
doorBlueWindow 
doorElevator 
doorRed 
doorRedIron 
doorRedOCR 
doorWood 
emergencyEscapeRed 
emergencyFirePumpBlue 
finUpperDeck 
fireExtinguisherBoxed 
floorPatternCorridor 
floorPatternReception 
handleBlue 
handleDoorBlueInterior 
handleIron 
handleWood 
lifesaverRing 
lightUpperDeck 
monitor 
phoneBlack 
pipeWhite 
poleUpperDeck 
 

ramp 
redLineXFaded 
redLineXdouble 
redLineXsingle 
restaurantChair 
restaurantChairLegs 
restaurantDivider 
restaurantTableRound 
restaurantTheatreChairs 
sign 
signArrow 
signBathroomDisabled 
signCCTV 
signExitLettersOnly 
signExitPersonArrowDownLeft 
signExitPersonArrowDownRight 
signExitPersonArrowLeft 
signExitPersonArrowRight 
signExitPersonArrowUpLeft 
signExitPersonArrowUpRight 
signExitPersonLetters 
signFireExtinguisher 
signFireGlassBreak 
signFireSafetyLever 
signGather 
signLetterOCR 
signLifeSaver 
signMultiple 
signNumberOCR 
signPower 
signRestaurant 
signTruck 
 

slotMachine 
specificEngineroomSigns 
specificLifeRaftDeck 
specificMap 
specificPlaygroundHouse 
specificRestaurantFreezer 
stairs 
stairsBlue 
stairsBlueIron 
stairsInterior 
stairsUpperDeck 
symbolNoSmoking 
trashcanInterior 
trashcanIron 
trashcanMulticolour 
trashcanRed 
trashcanYellow 
truck 
wall 
wallBoxGrey 
wallBoxGreyButtons 
wallCapWhiteOCR 
wallCorridorCabinLight 
wallEmergencyBottleGreen 
wallEmergencyButtonRed 
wallFireExtinguisher 
wallFireExtinguisherEmbedded 
wallFireExtinguisherEmbeddedOCR 
wallFirehose 
wallHealthKitOrange 
wallLettersOCR 
wallNumberOCR 
wallPatternRedWhite 
wallPatternYellowBlack 
wallPlugBlue 
wallSingleDigitOCR 
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To execute CVAT in our environment we have setup a dedicated rack able server featuring an NVIDIA 

Tesla V100 GPU card that we had to acquire and setup in our datacenter. This card reduces training 

time down to a few hours from several days or weeks we required initially on Google’s free Colab 

environment (https://colab.research.google.com/). Additionally, by processing our data locally allows 

us to improve I/O performance (as handling large video traces over a slow network can become the 

bottleneck. Detailed specs of the server as well as photos how this has been setup in our datacenter 

are shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Server used for Machine Learning in the scope of D06.4. 

  

Figure 16: Specs of the Server  as well as Virtualization layers used for the deployment. 
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5.2.2 Logging 
 

In this section we start out with a brief description of the design methodology behind the Anyplace 

Computer Vision Logger. Particularly, this is a mobile application that can be used by the people setting 

up the localization system on the vessel to collect reference points on the vessel with a smartphone.  

Figure 17 shows the design document for this application and how we envisioned this to work in the 

production version. 

Figure 17: Logger User Interface Design Documents - Dummy. Video:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jRauF7Up_d0 

Figure 18 shows screenshots from the real application that operates according to the design document. 

Particularly, the localization setup personnel (e.g., crew members or first responders) scan the vessel 

by following some simple guidelines provided on the first tab of the tool. The logger tool is equipped 

with a variety of machine learning models. Particularly, the logger allows selecting between the 

following two machine learning corpuses: 

Ø COCO - Common Objects in Context (https://cocodataset.org/) is a large-scale object detection, 

segmentation, and captioning dataset (24MB): COCO has several features, namely: Object 

segmentation, Recognition in context, Superpixel stuff segmentation, 330K images (>200K labeled), 

1.5 million object instances, 80 object categories, 91 stuff categories, 5 captions per image, 250,000 

people with keypoints. COCO will be used for development and for testing the platform and localization 

accuracy in ordinary spaces. 

Ø UCYCO – University of Cyprus Objects in Context (23MB): is a small-scale object detection, 

segmentation, and captioning dataset specifically for the University of Cyprus buildings. This model 

was particularly useful for the development stage.  

Ø LASHCO – LASH Objects in Context (24MB): is a mid-scale object detection, segmentation, and 

captioning dataset specifically for the Stena Flavia vessel as part of T06.10. LASHOC has approximately 

99 classes. The given object detection, segmentation, and captioning dataset will be assessed on 
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several vessels along the course of the project. For the time being, we will present results specifically 

from the Stena Flavia. LASHOC will be used for testing the platform and localization accuracy in vessel 

spaces.  

Even though the dataset sizes are similar, the COCO dataset is a better trained neural network as it 

entails 1.5 million object instances. 

 

   

 Figure 18: Logger User Interface: guidelines, object mapping on a map that features a heatmap to allow the logger to know 

where computer vision objects have been collected already to avoid duplication of effort. Additionally, during localization we 

present both the map and Computer Vision interface although these are expected to run in background mode. 

 

      

Figure 19: Localization User Interface: during localization we present both the map and Computer Vision interface although 

these are expected to run in background mode. 
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5.2.3 Localization 
 

Figure 20 shows the visual design of the localization technique as part of the SMAS system. The idea is 

to make the application patrol friendly, rather than a proof-of-concept application. As such, we decided 

to focus the SMAS utility around 3 components: a map and localization method using CV (this is the 

most important and difficult part; b) a chat wall, where users can interact with close-by first 

responders. Importantly, given that each text query emerges from a localization system we know 

precisely where each text segment is coming from (i.e., this is spatio-textual data); c) a heat map, 

where uses can interact with their surroundings using the FLIR heat sensor and providing auditable 

alerts where possible; d) all above to be operated through a voice interface (or at least glove-operated 

mobile phone). 

Figure 20: Navigator User Interface Design Documents. Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HapzdF95HUo 

The SMAS navigator will be released fully as part of D06.6, so for the time being the localization process 

can be observed through the logger in the subsequent sections. 

5.2.3 Overheads 

Regarding the length of the fire patrol, it depends on many stops the patroller will carry out (based on 

conditions).  

A smartphone scanning is planned to be carried out in passive mode (in the background through chest-

mounted smartphone - without obstructing the patroller’s ordinary job). In theory, a patroller can take 

exactly 35 minutes for a vessel that has a routine patrol of 35 minutes.  

The patroller is expected to be delayed by the following cases using the SMAS technology: 

• Arrival of Message (bridge or other patrollers): 

Patroller stops and interacts. Here we investigate the possibility of an audio interface - walkie-

talkie style that reads messages and transforms audio-to-text. It is unclear if this will be useful. 
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• Auditable Alert (smartphone observes some hazard with heat camera) 

Patroller stops to observe and interact 

• Patroller observes some hazards with his eyes 

Opens smartphone to do heat scanning. 

Using the SMAS technology, the patroller is expected gain time in the following cases: 

• Tracking will be always available at the bridge, as such, check point readers commonly used today 

will be unnecessary to a large degree. 

• Alerts can be read off the device in bulk mode, like we acknowledge normal notifications on a 

smartphone, permitting less stops and less waste of time to the patroller. 

One might claim that augmenting 10-15 minutes to a patroller for having passive heat scanning, 

tracking of patroller’s location (at bridge), connectivity with bridge and possibility to share lively images 

and heat images might be justified for the additional introduced functionality.  

The precise answer to the above will emerge after the real trial (August 2022) and D06.6, respectively.  
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6 SMAS Implementation and Testing  
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

6.1 SMAS Implementation  
To preliminary test the SMAS developments we decided to split the evaluation in 3 stages: 

A) Testing in laboratory and University with small scale data UCYCO and COCO, (described is section 

6.5.1) 

B) Modeling and Testing with LASHCO (described in section 6.5.2) 

For (A) we will use all three mobile phones we have acquired (Samsung S20, rugged Caterpillar S61 and 

rugged Caterpillar S62).  

The more extensive final platform assessment will be carried out in deliverable D06.6 (Development 

of smart alert of nearby first responders), where we will show how the final configuration of our 

platform operates under realistic conditions on a Stena vessel. 

6.2 SMAS Smartphone  

Here we overview the Caterpillar S62 smartphone device that has been chosen for the development 
and the trials. We start out with the technical specs: 

Table 2:  Hardware Specs for the smartphone terminal to be used in testing and trials.  

Details: https://www.catphones.com/en-gb/cat-s62-pro-smartphone/cat-s62-pro-tech-specs/  
General: 
- Ingress Protection (IP68): Sand, dust, dirt, humidity and salt mist resistant 
- Waterproof: Up to 5 ft for 35 minutes 
- Drop tested: Up to 6 ft onto steel 
- MIL SPEC 810H: Handles low to high temperature differences between -22 deg F to 167 deg F up 

to 30 mins 
- Resistant to vibration: Category 4 
- Repeated bleach wipe test with 3000 cycles 
- Pressurized alcohol abrasion tests at 500gF/cm2 over hundreds of cycles 
- Pronlonged real world chemical mix exposure and susceptibility testing 
Battery: 
- Up to 2 days of battery life 
- Battery size/type: 4000 mAh non-removable Lithium-Ion 
- Supports Wireless Charging (Qi), Quick Charge 4.0, and Pogo charging 
Keyboard: Touch screen with on-screen keyboard.  
Dimensions: 6.2" x 3.0" x 0.5”, 9.17 oz (259 grams) 
Memory: 4GB RAM, 128GB ROM 
Expandable memory: Supports up to 256GB MicroSD card 
Operating System: Android 10..0 
Processor: Qualcomm Snapdragon 660 
Connectivity: Qualcomm Snapdragon 660 
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S62 Pros: 

• It allows operation with gloves 
• IP68 dust/water resistant (up to 1.5m for 35 mins) 
• Drop-to-concrete resistance from up to 1.8m, Glass front (Gorilla Glass 6) 
• MIL-STD-810H compliant 
• Large battery (4000mAh), for comparison: iPhone 12 (2815mAh), 
• Is Android 10 (the latest Android), Octa-core CPU, Adreno 512 GPU, ... 
• Has integrated the most advanced FLIR Thermal Camera (the Flir Pro), which costs ~500 Euros in 

its own right (the whole smartphone is 600 Euros inc. VAT). 

S62 Cons: 

• Release of the Software Development Kit (SDK) by Flir is anticipated later this year. In the 
meanwhile, we will use a regular Android phone + external Flir camera for which the SDK is already 
available. (https://www.flir.eu/products/flir-one-pro/) 

The Integrated Flir Pro camera: 

• a Lepton 3.5 module, with a 19,200 pixel resolution. Thermal Resolution: 160 × 120 (more: 
https://www.digikey.com/en/product-highlight/f/flir/lepton-3-
radiometry#:~:text=FLIR's%20Lepton%203.5%20LWIR%20camera,interfaces%20and%20other%2
0consumer%20electronics.) 

• Measure temperatures: -20°C — 400°C (-4°F — 752°F), with up to three spot temperature meters 
and six temperature regions of interest. 

• Non-Operating Temperature: -20°C — 60°C (-4°F — 140°F) 
• Accuracy: ±3°C or ±5%, 
• Thermal Sensor: Pixel size 12 µm, 8 — 14 µm spectral range. 

 

For reference, Stena utilizes the FLIR C2 and K2 (Figure 21 left and middle) that are non-programmable 

heat cameras while the Caterpillar S61/S62 have the same heat cameras as the former devices only 

that these can be programmed with Android providing in that way a complete rugged handheld 

solution for the crew to enable modern ship information system and heat scanning at the same time. 

   

Figure 21: The FLIR C2 and K2 (left and middle) are non-programmable heat cameras while the Caterpillar S61/S62 have the 

same heat cameras as the former devices only that these can be programmed with Android. 
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Comparison between FLIR C2/K2 and Caterpillar S61/S62: 

• The CAT S62 smartphone (incl Flir Pro) has a better thermal resolution than the Flir C2 (80 x 60) and 
the SAME resolution as the Flir K2 (160x120). T 

• Thermal sensitivity of S62 is also better than the K2  (< 70 mK vs. <100mK, respectively).  

• Price of S62 is half than Flir K2 (600€ vs 1300€).  

• Ruggedness & extreme condition are similar, i.e.,  1.8m vs 2m drop and 400 Celsius vs 500 Celsius, 
respectively). 

Of course, the S62 is also a complete computing platform, enabling many more than just thermal 

scanning. We are quite excited to bring this alternative to a deployment test mainly for localization but 

also for combined thermal scanning. 

Having a capable smartphone for crew members that can support a variety of mission-critical tasks 

(not one thing but many things at once) is important as a foundation pillar for a future integrated ship 

information system. This is of course anticipated to complement stationary infrastructure (fixed 

cameras, etc.) but a crew member has limited capacity to switch between different devices so less 

devices is desirable. 

6.3 Computer Vision Details 
 

The Implementation of the SMAS handheld layer is carried out in Android Studio using the latest YOLO 

v4 [12], which offers Optimal Speed and Accuracy of Object Detection and is open source. Yolo v4 

reports to state-of-the-art results: 43.5% Average Precision (65.7% AP50) for the MS COCO dataset at 

a real-time speed of ~65 FPS on Tesla V100 (V100 is the GPU card we also use in the LASHFIRE project.). 

For reference, the SMAS mobile application runs on 30 FPS (Frames-Per-Second) at 640x480 resolution 

(detection is carried out according to the YOLOv4 model object recognition). 

To obtain effective operation of Yolov4 on a smartphone we utilize TensorFlow Lite 

(https://www.tensorflow.org/lite), which is an open-source deep learning framework for on-device 

inference. 

Particularly, SMAS managed to observe object recognition times down to 100ms for device 1, 200 ms 

for device 2 and around 400 ms for device 3 (results in arbitrary vendor order). 

 

These above results are in line with respective figures reported for Tensorflow Lite on Android shown 

below (https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/examples/object_detection/overview): 
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Table 3:  Tensorflow Lite COCO Evaluation on Android for various example devices 

COCO SSD MobileNet v1  27 Mb      Device  GPU CPU 

Pixel 3 (Android 10) 22ms 46ms* 

Pixel 4 (Android 10) 20ms 29ms* 

iPhone XS (iOS 12.4.1) 7.6ms 11ms** 

* 4 threads used. ** 2 threads used on iPhone for the best performance result. 

We particularly notice the following remarks: 

• There are many opportunities for optimizing CPU and GPU performance. Object recognition will 

clearly be below 100ms in the future. There is a trade-off between what a device offers to retain 

its mission critical role.  

• Certain phones have a performance advantage due to their advanced video camera system with 

many lenses and co-processors. The object recognition time in some scenarios is below 10 ms. An 

investigation of this will be part of future work. As a notice, Wi-Fi localization is not available on 

some phones, like the iPhone. As such, CV localization might be an excellent cross-platform choice 

for the future. 

Anyplace A4IoT (4.2.5) as well as the computer vision extensions to Anyplace are documented on a 

publicly available github repository https://github.com/dmsl/anyplace  

 

Figure 22: Our developments are logged on Github. Particularly, as of D06.4 we released Anyplace 4.2.6. More: 

https://github.com/dmsl/anyplace 
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6.4 Indoor Modelling of the Stena Flavia 
 

As part of Work Package 5 (Ship Integration), three generic ships have been selected, based on the 

arrangement of ro-ro cargo spaces and passenger and cargo capacity in comparison to statistical data 

and trends of the world fleet, representing the three ship types: ro-ro passenger ship (Stena Flavia), 

ro-ro cargo ship (Magnolia Seaways, DFDS) and vehicle carrier ship (Torrens, Wallenius & Wilhelmsen). 

Given the relevance of both this deliverable and deliverable D06.6, we focus on the Stena Flavia vessel, 

but our discussion can easily be extended to any other vessel for which we have deck maps. 

In the below sections we present a visual illustration of how the Stena Flavia was mapped on Anyplace 

Architect (along with notes on the necessity of each step). Generally, these steps are part of the 

localization installation and can be carried out in a few hours (e.g., 30 minutes per floor) by non-

technical personnel. 

The interactive Stena Flavia indoor model and vessel search engine is available at the following URL: 

https://anyplace.cs.ucy.ac.cy/viewer/?cuid=lashfire  

As part of D06.6 we will investigate mapping additional vessel spaces to the above URL. 

 

 

Figure 23: The Stena Flavia mapped on Anyplace Architect. This is a one-off process per vessel that takes approximately 30 
minutes per deck. Modeling Vessel Interior spaces (corridors and POIs) allows us building a semantic indoor space used for 
search, localization, and navigation. 
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Figure 24: Anyplace 4.2.6 Login. Version 4.2.6 introduces local user accounts (besides Google login), as Anyplace requires 
operating on a vessel that might not always have Internet and Cloud connectivity.  

 

 

 

Figure 25: Mapping. Modeling Vessel Interior spaces (corridors and POIs) allows us building a semantic indoor space used for 
search, localization, and navigation. The above indoor model is loaded on the localization engine to provide the map, search, 
localization, and navigation along with chat and heat scanning. 
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Figure 26: POI Editing. POIs can be edited to customize the information space and this information will be available to first 
responders over their smartphone. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 27: Edges for Map Matching. These not only help for providing navigation instructions during operation of first 
responders, but they do also help the localization algorithm with a technique named map-matching (inaccurate location 
signals are locked to the topology graph that is static). This will provide a great sense of stability in the tracking engine.  
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Figure 28:  Fingerprint Management Studio. This allow overviewing all logged signals as a heatmap showing the localization 

installer where fingerprints have been collected and where additional crowdsourcing effort is necessary (picture not from 

Stena Flavia as we had not collected signals from the given vessel at the time of the writing.) 

 

Figure 29: Viewer. The Anyplace Viewer is a search engine for the indoor model constructed in Architect. It has been adapted 

for vessels providing cross-deck search and navigation over a web browser or mobile application. This navigation map can 

also be useful to other crew members as it provides a handy all-in-one-map that can either be used  
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6.5 Object Recognition with Smartphones 
 

In this section we present visual results for the object recognition quality of the LASHCO model 

presented earlier. Particularly, we present indicative objects that have been recognized for visual 

reference.  

Here we present some indicative results while the detailed video and image results are available on:  

Teams -> WP06 -> Files -> Action 6C -> T06.10 -> 02-Training-UCYCO-COCO   

Teams -> WP06 -> Files -> Action 6C -> T06.10 -> 02-Training-LASHCO  

6.5.1 Object Recognition with COCO and UCYCO 
We start out with the evaluation of the COCO indoor (Common Objects in Context) object recognition 

model at UCY indoor and outdoor locations. This is the default pre-trained model that has been setup 

on Tensorflow. In Figure 30 left, we show the COCO computer vision object recognition model using 

Tensorflow. This unfortunately turns out to be very slow in respect to the user interface (i.e., object 

recognition up to a whole second) and the model itself is recognizing only a few objects. 

On the second and third image we show the custom UCYCO computer vision model that is trained for 

the Computer Science Department and now runs on Tensorflow Lite (https://www.tensorflow.org/lite 

- optimized for smartphones). The results show snappy performance and recognition of many details.  

The above led to the decision to construct the LASHCO model specific to a vessel indoor space. 

Particularly, we decided to train a model specific for indoor spaces and use this as a referencing system 

in a state-of-the-art localization system we will bring forward. 

  

Figure 30: Object Recognition with Smartphones. (Left) The COCO model on a slow Tensorflow terminal. (Center/Right) The 

UCYCO model on a fast Tensorflow Lite (optimized for smartphones) model. The results led to the decision to construct the 

LASHCO model specific to a vessel indoor space and use Tensorflow Lite for the SMAS application. 
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6.5.2 Object Recognition on the Stena Flavia 
 

In this section we proceed with the construction of the LASHCO computer vision model and show 

indicative results from the Stena Flavia video footage that we have annotated to demonstrate the 

results. This constructed object recognition model will be used by the SMAS indoor localization system 

as an indoor referencing system with “zero” infrastructure. 

A) Empty Ro-ro Space 

This is the simplest arrangement where no cars or trucks are loaded. All modelled objects are 

recognized with great accuracy even when crew passes through the environment. We also noticed that 

object recognition works correctly for sufficiently far away object and different lighting conditions (e.g., 

openings vs. shaded areas). Floor markers are recognized in double to obtain the red corridor. 

Equipment on walls is also sufficiently captured. 

 

Figure 31: Recognizing objects from still-stand (while not moving) on the floor and walls. 

 

Figure 32: Recognizing objects from still-stand (while not moving) on a wall shows how closely objects might be without 

affecting recognition accuracy. 
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B) Half-Full Ro-ro Space 

Here we have a mixture of empty and more densely occupied spaces. We observe that recognition of 

both floor, ceiling and wall objects continues to operate correctly and consistently. 

 

Figure 33: Capturing multiple same objects (chargers) while moving. 

 

Figure 34: Capturing multiple different objects (bins, wall patterns) while moving. 

 

Figure 35: Capturing multiple different objects (different types of doors) while moving.  
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Figure 36: Capturing floor and ceiling objects while moving in parallel form. 

 

Figure 37: Capturing floor and ceiling objects while moving in consecutive form. 

 

Figure 38: Capturing floor and ceiling and wall objects hidden behind vessel structures and cars. 
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C) Full Ro-ro Space 

This is undoubtedly the most difficult case as the camera system has very limited space to recognize 

objects. For this purpose, we again heavily rely on the ceiling, floor, and wall patterns. We also plan to 

complement the space with QR markers (that can be printed cheaply) in case object recognition 

doesn’t work as expected. QR codes are a worst-case solution in the T06.10: these have a very low 

printing and installation cost (compared to another type of infrastructure), yet these require 

maintenance. Our results indicate that the object recognition continuous to provide very good quality 

for recognized objects under different lighting condition. 

 
Figure 39: Capturing text and signs among trucks. Some signs contain text that can pass from the Optical Character 
Recognition for more accurate location mapping. 

  

Figure 40: Capturing objects in low lighting conditions. 

 
Figure 41: Capturing vessel structures in very close corridors in low lighting conditions. 
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D) PAX Space 

The PAX space is the easiest among all spaces as it is feature rich with numerous signs, devices, and 

objects that can be recognized consistently among different types of vessels. Here we also find material 

that can be OCRed. We don’t expect the necessity of QR codes in these spaces (as these spaces would 

also become less friendly. Finally, given that the localization happens on the smartphone of the fire 

patrol personnel, there are no privacy barriers (i.e., we don’t capture video but rather extract on the 

device features from the environment). 

 

Figure 42: Capturing vessel structures in outdoor public spaces is particularly accurate due to better lighting conditions. 

 

Figure 43: Capturing objects in the public spaces is much more extensive due to the availability and variety of unique objects. 
This is anticipated to offer extremely good localization accuracy. 
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Figure 44: Capturing floor, wall and door assets in the public indoor space. 

 
Figure 45: Capturing wall equipment and signs in the public indoor space. 

 
Figure 46: Capturing wall features, door types and OCR content (e.g., “5”) in the pax space at multiple depths of sights (far vs. 
close). 

 
Figure 47: Capturing wall features, door types and OCR content (e.g., “5”) in the pax space at multiple levels of sights (low vs. 
high). 
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Remarks regarding the Computer Vision Object Detection results: 

A) Object Recognition Consistency: an important point with localization using computer vision is 

to consistently recognize objects the same way. So far, our experience shows that the 

Computer Vision subsystem we implemented does this very effectively. This applies to 

multiple angles and different lighting conditions thanks to the excellent background of YOLO4 

along with Tensorflow Light on capable smartphones.  

B) Floor, Ceiling and Far Markings: Our approach seems to identify quite accurately objects very 

far away, on ceilings and on floors (even markers that have deteriorated quality). This mainly 

has to do with the high resolution of the camera systems on smartphones that are well beyond 

what a human eye can capture. These markings are available in densely and less densely 

populated areas and their precise weight will be defined by the localization algorithm. 

C) Optical Character Recognition (OCR): We manage to correctly identify objects that contain 

text (e.g., WallSingleDigitOCR).  

D) Performance: The high frame rate of cameras on smartphones allows us to provide a snappy 

(fast) user interface with up to 10 recognitions of objects in a single second (e.g., on the 

Samsung S20).  

6.6 Additional Software Directions 
 

For developments of new directions, we have adopted an agile methodology, which refers to a group 

of software development methodologies based on iterative development where requirements and 

solutions evolve through collaboration between self-organizing cross-functional teams. We broke the 

system architecture down to several components that evolved in isolation and that eventually are (or 

will be) merged in the software stack. Particularly, as part of D06.6 we will integrate the following 

components in the end system (screenshots presented in Figure 48). 

6.6.1 Inertial subsystem (Tracking) 
 

The Android platform provides several sensors that let you monitor the motion of a device. The gravity, 

linear acceleration, rotation vector, significant motion, step counter, and step detector sensors are 

either hardware-based or software-based while the accelerometer and gyroscope sensors are always 

hardware-based.  

These sensors are an excellent source for motion (and navigation) for a few seconds (e.g., from an area 

that CV signals to another area with CV signals). In the context of T06.10 we are developing a 
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subsystem that exploits step detection, azimuth value (orientation) and accelerometer to offer the 

tracking module of the SMAS navigator.  

The inertial subsystem will be fused with the CV localization system by the means of a Particle Filter 

fusion algorithm. This will provide seamless integration of two different localization methods into a 

hybrid method. 

 

Figure 48: a) IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) system exploits the smartphone’s specific force, angular rate, and orientation 

of; b) Map-Matching: locks the location of a user to the indoor model grid; c) provides a primitive text-to-speech demo for 

integration in the SMAS app; and d) provides an example of the heat camera system on a smartphone. 

6.6.2 Map-matching subsystem (Lock user to path) 
 

Map matching is the problem of how to match recorded geographic coordinates to a logical model of 

the real world, typically using some form of Geographic Information System (GIS). The Anyplace Indoor 

GIS provides a graph building of all corridors inside a vessel (e.g., see the Mapping of the Stena Flavia 

earlier). This graph structure is available directly through the Anyplace API and will be used to lock a 

user to the paths available to the vessel. This is particularly important when we have deteriorations in 

the localization position during tracking. Map-matching will allow the SMAS system to expose a smooth 

motion on a map. Map Matching is also used successfully in other type of tracking system (e.g., 

Magnetic Tracking in IndoorAtlas). 
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6.6.3 Optical Character Recognition (Object Distillation) 
 

Optical character recognition refers to the electronic conversion of images into machine-encoded text. 

In our context, the capturing of objects will be passed through an OCR scanner that we have 

prototyped on Android so that we can distinguish the meaning of a letter (i.e., understand that an 

object refers to “5” not just a digit). This will give greater resolution to our localization algorithm.   

 
6.6.4 Performance Tuning (Efficiency and Longevity) 
 

As part of the final release, we will focus on energy consumption minimization as well as performance 

tuning of the SMAS application (i.e., CPU, Memory, Network and Energy Optimization)  

 

Figure 49: CPU, Memory, Network and Energy Optimization of the SMAS application In Android Studio. 

6.6.5 Advanced Computer Vision Localization Algorithm 
 

As part of task to improve the localization accuracy of our algorithm, we will design, implement, and 

evaluate a new localization algorithm for CV signals that we aim to publish in some respectable 

academic outlet as part of this effort. We will particularly investigate the exploitation of Nearest 

Neighbor algorithms to improve the localization accuracy.  
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7 Conclusion 
Main author of the chapter: Demetris Zeinalipour, UCY 

The aim of Task T06.10 therein, is the development and demonstration of smart alert of nearby first 

responders. Particularly, the research objective is to develop an innovative geo-positioning technology 

to allow more efficient first response to initial fires on ro-ro vessels. Besides the core geo-positioning 

technology, the aim is also to develop a ship indoor information system and an application-based 

platform of a ro-ro indoor navigation and indoor fire intelligence system.  

Our proposed architecture comprises data, localization, and network layers, in a complete SMart Alert 

System (coined SMAS). SMAS is the application exploiting the Anyplace A4IoT localization architecture 

to enable localization, advanced patrolling and efficient first response. Our proposed method relies on 

three stages: (i) Training: vessel owners supply video recordings of vessel interior spaces to the 

software team. The video recordings are processed on a deep learning data center to produce a so-

called Machine Learning model. This process is carried out once per vessel type (or vessel family – in 

case multiple vessels have similar internal objects); (ii) Logging: the model is loaded to a smartphone 

app that is now able to recognize the objects it has been trained for in the prior step. System installers 

can now construct a database of spatial objects using a designated smartphone app either on-site or 

remotely (through video traces). Logging is carried out once per unique vessel and is part of the 

installation process; (iii) Localization: This is the routine carried out daily by first responders that use a 

designated app, called SMAS (SMart Alert System), which shows them their location on an indoor map, 

shares this information with other first responders and the bridge over a 5G or Wi-Fi network layer.  

We put together in less than a year a complete workflow (software and hardware) for developing a 

state-of-the-art localization technology using smartphone cameras. By equipping first responders with 

powerful mobile computing devices will allow them to increase their cyber-physical senses (i.e., 

multiple sensing devices like heat scanner in a tiny device), be connected (with the bridge and other 

personnel, discarding possibly outdated communication gear), be informed (e.g., carrying bulky 

manuals and maps in digital form) and location-aware (i.e., localization, navigation and tracking of 

mobile and static assets). These are all dimensions that will increase fire safety by the means of state-

of-the-art information technology that has proven itself in everyday life scenarios and that is for the 

same reason also unobtrusive, with a low learning curve, adaptable through software and 

economically viable for massive deployment.  

Our artifacts have been tested extensively in the laboratory so that field studies can emerge. We 

particularly mapped objects and deck plans of the Stena Flavia and can now repeat the above process 
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quite easily for other vehicles as well if necessary.  We also carried out verification tests at the 

University of Cyprus and additionally prepared demos of components to be integrated at a later stage. 

As a result, through D06.4 we obtained a complete understanding of the feasibility an infrastructure-

free localization method running on commodity smartphone devices by nearby responders.  

Within the following report D06.6 the objective will be to conclude T06.10, particularly, 

implementation and demonstration of the system onboard ship provided through collaboration with 

T05.12 (Stena ro-pax) – both as remote study and physical onboard study. We will also carry out an 

impact assessment of recommended solutions delivered to WP04 and cost assessment in WP05. This 

should pave the way for groundbreaking indoor localization technologies on ro-ro vessels in the 

complete identification-tracking-positioning spectrum, namely live fire detection and localization, live 

monitoring, and tactical support, monitoring of cargo, quality control and optimization of cargo load 

and distribution on ro-ro vessels. 
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